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p The operating system of TYROS, PSR1/2/3000 keyboards and CVP200/300 Clavinova digital
pianos have a great deal in common - so we hope this series will provide a useful workshop for
owners of each of these instruments.

Part 5

Building an arrangement
I recently went along to an open day at my local
dealer’s shop - I won’t say where - but several people
seemed to be having fun playing the instruments
displayed there (whilst several more appeared to be
having not quite as much fun listening!). I don’t want to
be rude but why is it that the people who always play
the loudest at exhibitions are always the ones who
play really badly? (Maybe I’ll do a soap box item one
day... but then again, maybe not.)

Anyway, one guy eventually sat down and began
playing quite well so I stood and listened for a while.
He certainly seemed to know his way around the
buttons of a Tyros2 but, in my opinion at least, he
could have made much more of the pieces he played -
even if he played just the same notes - as long as he
had made better use of the keyboard’s features
musically. 

“Okay clever cloggs” I can hear you say... “Why don’t
you put your money where your mouth is and show us
how it should be done.” Well I’ll do my best. Don’t get
me wrong, the guy could play - but, at a guess, I’d say
he was a former pianist who had turned to the
keyboard later in life and had little, if any, awareness of
the idea of building an arrangement. The way you play
the keys is important of course, but so is the way you
put an arrangement together. In fact it can make all the
difference to how you sound.

1. Find a song

Let’s begin by choosing a tune you’ll all know... A brief
excursion into Music Finder leads me to a good old
standard called ‘On The Sunny Side Of The Street’. 

When I select this title on my Tyros2 the instrument
primes the [INTRO 2] button to lead into the [MAIN
VARIATION A] of the ‘30s Big Band’ accompaniment
style. I was pleased to find that the same setting was
also called up on the CVP309 I tried - so, hopefully, we
are all more-or-less working in harmony whichever
model you own.

2. Before you start to play...

I always like to know what’s likely to happen if I press a
button in the middle of a tune so, before I start to play,
I find it a good idea to check out the contents of the
four One Touch Setting (O.T.S.) buttons so I know what
kind of sound setup they each provide. 

Test the keys, first gently and then with some force, to
find what happens to the sound at different levels of
touch. In my ‘Sunny Side’ example I find that the
[O.T.S. 4] button provides the Big Band Brass ‘shake’
when the keys were struck hard. Things like this are
good to know in advance of the performance.    

I also play each of the Multipads in turn to find out
whether I’ll hear a gentle arpeggio, a drum shot, or a
brass section riff. I also need to know whether the pad
produces a ‘one-shot’ hit or a repeated phrase. Fig. 1

Fig. 2



The important thing to note (sorry for the pun) is that you shouldn't make any dramatic changes to the sound mid way through
a phrase. Changing from one registration (or O.T.S.) to another in the middle of a phrase breaks the flow of the music and can
be quite off-putting for the listener. If you watch the news-reader double acts on Breakfast TV you’ll get the idea. You wouldn’t
expect one reader to take over a story mid-sentence unless... there was a definite comma (or pause). Good places to change
registration are... a) Just before the beginning of an eight bar phrase. b) Just at the beginning of a four bar phrase. c) Just
before the pick-up notes that lead into a new phrase.  

Fig. 4 shows the same lyric again - but this time I’ve added different colours to show where an appropriate registration change
might take place. 
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All these things, if triggered unexpectedly, can ruin a performance. My ‘Sunny Side’ setting came up with four short brass riffs -
so I can rest assured that, when I press a multipad button, the phrase won’t run on for the rest of the tune.    

3 The opening bars...

When you begin with an INTRO pattern it’s really important that you hold the same left-hand chord for the entire duration of the
intro. I play ‘On The Sunny Side Of The Street’ in the key of C major - so the C major chord is the root chord that I hold down
as the intro plays. 

Whilst I was ‘people watching’ I saw one old boy trying to ‘chase’ the chords the auto-accompaniment was playing during the
intro and ending passages. This doesn’t work because, unlike the MAIN variations, the Intro and Ending patterns have pre-
programmed chord sequences of their own and every time you change your left-hand chord the entire sequence changes key. 

It was quite amusing to watch though because every time the chord changed in the intro sequence he let go of the chord he
was playing and tried to find the chord he could hear playing. Of course, as soon as he played another chord the whole thing
jumped away from him and the whole process started again. It was all a bit like Tom & Jerry.

On the most recent keyboards The Music Finder feature calls up an Intro automatically. Whether this is a good thing or not I
couldn’t really say - but it means that an Intro sequence will play as soon as you play a left hand chord. This certainly caught a
few players unawares - but I was surprised that some of the people I watched seemed oblivious to the cacophany of jumbled
noise they were producing... Perhaps they heard it and just didn’t understand where it had come from! Who knows - but I
heard one lady plough her way through the first few bars of ‘Jealousy’ fighting against the Introductory chord sequence with a
look of grim determination on her face as she did so. And they say that this is having fun? 

4 Into the tune...

As the Intro pattern finishes, and the [INTRO] button’s lamp goes out, the main part of the tune begins. I guess this is why the
accompaniment buttons are labelled MAIN Variation. Oh, were it all that simple! 

The O.T.S. linked to MAIN A provides a piano voice for the right hand. It’s nice and light and suits the easy swng style perfectly. 

The red lines in fig. 3 above divide the lyrics into bar measures as they appear in the song. The reason for doing this is to
show that music generally runs in sequences of eight-bar measures (often further divided into smaller four-bar phrases). The
first two words, “Grab your...” have been greyed out because these ‘pick up’ notes are played on the final two beats of the
INTRO - just before the first bar of the MAIN A section begins.  Similarly, the last two words, “Can’t you...” are pick up notes for
the next eight bar sequence.

Try  not  to  make  dramatic  changes  to  the  sound  mid-pphrase.

Grab your | coat, and get your | hat, - leave your |  wor-ries on the |  door - step. - |

Just dir - ect your |  feet - to the |  sunny side of the |  street. -  Can’t you...|

Grab your | coat and get your | hat. - Leave your |  wor-ries on the |  door - step. - |

Just dir - ect your |  feet - to the |  sunny side of the |  street. - Can’t you...|

hear a pit-ter |  pat? - And that |  hap - py tune is |  your - step - |

Life can be so |  sweet - on the |  sunny side of the |  street. I used to... |

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Following the ‘rules’ I’ve laid out above it would be
reasonable to change registration after each full-
stop, but this would probably make the arrangement
sound too ‘choppy’. 

Personally I wouldn’t change registration at all
throughout the entire 16 bar (green and blue)
sequence until I reached “I used to...” which are the
pick up notes for the next phrase. 

The music pattern changes at this point too, (fig. 5)
providing another clue that this would be a good
place to introduce a different sound.  

It’s all in the listening and, if you’ve a keen ear,
you’ll have no difficulty spotting the best places to
change ‘gear’.

5 Songs with more than one verse...

If the song you’re playing has more than one verse
(or if you’re playing it twice anyway) try to save the
fullest registration setting - usually  MAIN D - for the
final chorus.

1. As you play the last C major chord, press the [INTRO 2] button to
start the intro sequence playing.

2. Nudge the [TRANSPOSE +] button up one semitone. The 
transpose won’t take effect until you trigger the C major chord 
again.

3. As the intro sequence comes to a close, press the [INTRO 2] 
button again and re-trigger the C major chord. The transpose will 
take effect. 

4. Change the O.T.S. during the second intro sequence ready to 
start the next verse with a new sound. 

Fig. 6

The [INTRO] button can also be used to create an
interesting bridge between verses. For example, just
as your fingers land on the last C major chord  of
the first verse (fig. 6), hit the [INTRO 2] button... but
now you mustn’t change the chord until the intro has
finished playing. You can use the time it takes the
Intro pattern to play to select a different O.T.S.
setting ready for the next verse. 

Fig. 5
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6 What other changes can you make to 
‘personalise’ your arrangement?

There are many easy changes you can make to the styles - as
we’ve examined in previous articles - and, staying with the ‘30s
Big Band’ style, here are one or two ideas you may like to try...

MAIN  VARIATION  A

1 Press the [CHANNEL ON/OFF] button to see what parts 
are playing in the style. (Fig. 7)

And  you  can  use  the  transposer  to  add  even  more  variation...

If you like you can take things one stage further still by
playing the Intro pattern again before you go into the second
verse but... before you hit the [INTRO 2] button, nudge the
[TRANSPOSE +] button up one semitone. Then hit the C
major chord and the [INTRO] button at the same time. The
Intro will start to play again, but this time it will be in a
different key. 

If you can do it the change will sound great - with a new
O.T.S., a bridge, and a key change - but you may need to
put in some practice before it sounds as slick as it should.

Fig. 7

2 Reduce the number of parts to create a lighter style 
leaving, for example, just drums, bass and strummed 
jazz guitar. (Fig. 8)

3 In O.T.S.1 use the [PART SELECT] buttons to swap 
the RIGHT 1 voice (piano) for RIGHT 3 (vibes). 
This sounds great with the strummed jazz guitar in 
the style.

4 Switch on the LEFT voice (strings) to add a soft 
pad to the accompaniment. If the strings are too 
loud press the [BALANCE] button and reduce the 
volume of the LEFT part to suit. (Fig. 9) 

Fig. 8

MAIN  VARIATION  D

1 Press the [CHANNEL ON/OFF] button to see what 
parts are playing in the style. (As fig’s. 7 and 8)

2 Reduce the number of parts to create a lighter style 
(e.g. drum, bass and strummed jazz guitar as 
in MAIN A)

This provides a great ‘4 in the bar’ bass pattern that you
can use as an alternative to the MAIN A example above. 

The more advanced players will like this idea as it leaves
the style less cluttered and easier to improvise over for the
occasional jazz solo.

Fig. 9
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